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Belpex, part of EPEX SPOT/APX
Group

Belpex is a 100% affiliate of APX,
licensed by Ministerial Decree
since 2006 to operate the Belgian
spot electricity market under the
oversight of the Belgian Minister
in charge of Energy, CREG and
FSMA. APX is operating spot
electricity market in Belgium, The
Netherlands and GB
Since May 4, 2015 APX is a 100%
affiliate of EPEX SPOT, operating
spot electricity markets in Austria,
France, Germany and Switzerland
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Focus on the wholesale trading routes
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Standard products
Anonymous
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Why an Exchange?

• Level playing field (anonymity), non discriminatory access
• Liquidity pooling: benefit from best available deals (on an international
basis if the market is coupled)
• Less prone to market manipulation (all orders in competition on
anonymous basis, market surveillance in place)
• Reduced transaction costs for short term trading (simple access to the
market, efficient use of collateral)
• Provides market participants with transparent price signal index (used
for many other contracts)
• Reduces credit risk since all transactions are covered by a clearing
house/central counterparty
 Facilitates the entrance of new players
 Alternative sourcing option for large consumers
 Opportunity to leverage flexibility on the wholesale market
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Supply risk management
Contracts portfolio:
• Main volume covered by standardized contracts on futures
market
• Swing delivery on spot market
• Real-time adjustments on balancing market
 Proper hedging needs to know the load profile
Real-time:
intraday+
balancing

volume

volume

Load profile/
production
availability:

Spot
contracts
Monthly & quarterly contracts
(Multi)year contracts
time time

time
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Timeframes and markets
Forward

Day-Ahead

Intraday

Near real time

Over the counter, bilateral trading, brokering

Continuous trading
- Monthly products
(3 months ahead)
- Quarterly products
(4 quarters ahead)
- Yearly products
(3 years ahead)

Investments and
portfolio man.

Hourly auctioning
- 24h/7D, 365D
- With hourly market
clearing price
- Hourly and block
products

Portfolio
management

Continuous trading
- Hourly and block
products (+ 15 min.)

Balancing market
- Balance control
(frequency)
- Voltage management

Congestion Mgt
- Cross-border
- National
- Local (DSO grid)

Portfolio
management

System operations

Focus on day-ahead market:
Key features
Daily Auction

•
•
•

Anonymous trading, organised by market
operators
Sellers and buyers introduce sale and purchase
bids
Aggregation  Supply and Demand curves
Fixing: Intersection of Supply and Demand
curves  determination of MCP, MCV and
individual contracts

Features:
• Marginal pricing, one price for one product
• Harmonised min and max prices (-500 and
+3000 €/MWh resp.)
• Closed order book (no pre-closing information)
• Concentrated liquidity
• No bilateral contractual relationships between
market participants
• Delivery on the hub via TSO’s nomination
system
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Offer
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price

•

P
quantity

Demand
Q
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Focus on day-ahead market:
Curves example

Fixing prices and volumes by crossing supply and demand curves while considering
network and market constraints
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Main Benefits of Market Coupling
• Development of liquid commodity markets and fostering of
competition
• Removal risk of trading transmission and energy
separately and reduction of risk of market abuse
(transmission capacity cannot be hoarded)
• Market prices convergence, ultimately towards a single
market price if enough available capacity
• Optimum use of cross-border capacity and
optimisation of the use of the generation global
portfolio. The more differences in local production mixes,
the larger the social welfare increase resulting from such
optimization
• Mitigation of price volatility by ‘absorbing’ local
variations in production thanks to the activation of flexible
means in other areas  increased SoS
(of increasing importance with the development of
intermittent RES)
The Commission estimated that the benefit of
implementing European wide market coupling is €2.5 to €4
billion per year
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Consistency of energy policies is
important

Status DA coupling 2015
•
•
•
•
•
•

Day-ahead market coupling using PCR currently covers ~95% of EU consumption
NWE went live on February 4, 2014. SWE also started in common synchronized mode
SWE full coupling started May 13, 2014
NWE-SWE now called MRC, ruled by a common Operational Agreement, basis for
further extensions
Italy and Slovenia joined the MRC coupling on February 24, 2015
MRC has proven to be operationally robust
EXPANSION OF MRC
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NWE, Baltic

Feb 2014

Austria,
Poland

Partial solution,
Feb 2014

SWE

May 2014
Full Coupling

Italian Borders

Feb 2015

4M

Separate PCR
solution, Q4 2014

Portfolio optimisation &
Demand response
•

Belpex is computing hourly prices based on a complex optimisation of offer and demand
orders posted in Belgium and abroad, taking into account transmission grid’s capabilities
to import and/or export power in/from the Belgian hub

•

Market participants can use a range of products that facilitate portfolio optimisation and
demand response: hourly limit orders but also block orders, with or without specific
execution conditions

•

“Smart products” aim at reflecting technical constraints related to existing units

•

Through the Belpex DAM auction:

 Producers with a supply portfolio or having sold their power on the futures’ market can
decide to produce or to buy the electricity on the spot market
 Flexible consumers active on the market can purchase more electricity during cheap
hours, or even arbitrage and resell during price spikes electricity bought forward on
the futures’ market
 Owners of flexibility assets (e.g. storage) can optimise their use based on hourly
prices differences on the spot market
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Smarter Markets
•

“Smart” orders (since 2014): Linked & Exclusive Block Orders

•

“Peak shaving”: Cogeneration, flexible load

•

“Valley filling”: e.g. electrical cars, plug-in hybrids, flexible load

•

Thermal power plants optimisation
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Linked blocks

Definition:
• The execution of (a set of) profile block(s) is subject to the execution of
another block
• Other standard execution rule apply in full
Use:
• Allows to explicitly consider technical and economical constraints
• For example, a first block may include the start-up costs of a production
facility, and additional blocks comprising fuel costs only may be linked to this
first block, etc.
• Possibility to design complex linked structures (i.e. families)
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Exclusive blocks
Definition:

•
•

Within a set of profile blocks, at most one block can be accepted
Other standard execution rule apply in full

Use:
•

Allows to propose for trading different production patterns

•

For example, a specific production plant can be offered:
• at a low price for baseload production,
• at a medium price for peak load production
• at a high price for super peak load production
…but can only be executed once

•

Exclusive blocks can also facilitate demand response:
• Case: End user can stop consumption, but only if DAM prices > 500 €/MWh
and for max 2 hours/day
• “Program” load shedding on the DAM on the most expensive hours (and only
of threshold is reached), defining a group of exclusive blocks of 2 hours (Block
1: hours 1 & 2; Block 2: hours 2 & 3; etc.)
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Benefits of smart orders

‘Smarter’ orders give more flexibility when introducing orders for the auction:
•
•

Better reflection of technical constraints of generation or demand response
Easier bidding, less operational work

Result:
•
•
•

Better optimization of generation/consumption assets
Better price formation
More robust against uncertainties/errors in day-ahead price forecasts
The ability to “capture” available flexibility is of increasing importance to
guarantee security of supply where production is largely coming from
intermittent energy sources. Not offering flexibility on the wholesale market
might otherwise result in overinvestment (possibly supported with public money)
in fossil-fuelled generation units and/or in transmission networks
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Intraday Market – Rationale
D-1 load forecast

ID load

12:00 14:00
DAM auction

Day Ahead
14:00 Nomination
DA Contracts
towards TSO

Spot market (DAM / OTC)
Long Term Contracts
00:00

12:00

24:00

Surplus: Can be sold on ID market
Shortage: Can be purchased on ID market

D-5min

Delivery Day

Day After

13:00 Nomination ID
Contracts towards TSO

Context
• More intermittent production
• More big consumer want to manage
energy supply themselves
• No real market for managing close to
real time balances

Advantages for market
• Manage close to real time balances and avoid imbalance charges
• Reduce market entry barrier / allow to trade (with) new entrants
• Create more transparency and price signals
• Create opportunities for flexible consumers active on the market to make profits out of this
flexibility
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Focus on intraday market:
Key features
Continuous Trading
•

Open order book: participants have a
view on to the (anonymised) order
book

•

Bids and Offers are immediately
checked and matched according to
price / time priority

•

No single price: price determined by
concerned bids only, and each trade at
a different price
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Access to spot markets

Access to spot
market
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Leverage
Flexibility
on WS
market

Average load & Belpex DAM prices
2014
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Average load & Belpex DAM prices
2014

•

Belpex DAM prices are an excellent indicator of the electricity demand on the
Belgian market

 Reacting on day-ahead market hourly prices results in peak-shaving/valley
filling of the load curve, contributing to Security of Supply

•

In 2014, highest average hourly price was about the double than the lowest
average hourly price

 Any consumer indexed on Belpex DAM hourly prices can reap some benefits
from its flexibility just looking at average price curve
Smarter metering is a prerequisite
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Belpex DAM prices June 3, 2015
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Belpex DAM prices June 3, 2015

•

On a daily basis, hourly price variations may be much larger and/or atypical

•

Increased price volatility induced by intermittent RES creates opportunities for
flexible consumers

 Any consumer indexed on Belpex DAM hourly prices and willing to adapt its
consumption profile based on price signals provided the day before the can
reap additional benefits from its flexibility
 Such consumer would further contribute to Security of supply by more
accurately reacting to market signals for (exceptional cases of) scarcity and/or
incompressibility
Smarter metering is a prerequisite
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2014 Belpex Achievements
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Belpex: a large participant base
•

49 Market Participants, covering a broad range in terms of
•

Profile: suppliers, traders, producers, utilities, industrial end users

•

Nationality: more than 10 different countries (BE, DE, NL, CH, UK, FR,…)

•

Size: small niche players as well as large utilities

Alpiq AG
Axpo Trading AG
Barclays Bank PLC
Centrica Energy Limited
Danske Commodities
De Vrije Energieproducent B.V
Delta Energy B.V.
Direct Energie S.A.
EDF Luminus NV
EDF Trading Limited
ENI S.p.A.
EON Global Commodities SE
Electrabel S.A.
Electrawinds Distributie NV
Elia System Operator N.V
Eneco Energy Trade B.V.
Enel Trade S.A.

Energi Danmark A/S
Energie E&E
Energy Cluster NV
Enovos Luxembourg SA
Enérgya VM Gestión de Energía S.L.U.
Ezpada s.r.o.
Freepoint Commodities Europe LLP
GDF Suez Trading S.A.S.
Gazprom Marketing & Trading Ltd
Getec Energie GmbH
INEOS ChlorVinyls Belgium NV
Iberdrola Generación S.A.U.
Lampiris NV
Mercuria Energy Trading SA
Morgan Stanley
Nano Energies Benelux BVBA
Neas Energy A/S

Noble Clean Fuels Ltd
Petroineos Trading Ltd
Progress Energy Services BVBA
RWE Supply & Trading GmbH
Scholt Energy Control N.V.
Shell Energy Europe Ltd
Solvay Energy Services
Statkraft Markets GmbH
Total Gas and Power Limited
TrailStone GmbH
Trianel GmbH
Vattenfall Energy Trading GmbH
Vattenfall Energy Trading Netherlands N.V
Vitol SA
Yuso

Conclusions

•

Different markets have complementary functions: hedging, optimisation, adjustments, balancing

•

Exchanges guarantee a level playing field to all participants and provide transparent and
trustworthy price signals that can serve as a reference

•

DA market hourly prices best reflect offer/demand balance and are key to optimise production,
demand response and cross-border flows
 Portfolio optimisation based on spot prices contributes to energy affordability AND SoS
 Consumers can leverage their flexibility thanks to the spot electricity market:
 By becoming a Participant on Belpex; or
 By requesting a supply contract indexed on Belpex DAM hourly prices; or
 Through Aggregators/Retailers remunerating their flexibility

•

Flexible producers and/or consumers active on Belpex can further optimise their position on ID
market, whose importance grows with intermittent production from RES

•

To get the full benefit of the spot electricity market:
 Aggregators should make flexibility available to the spot market, not only for balancing and/or
strategic reserve
 Dynamic supply pricing should be promoted; barriers should be removed (e.g. contractual,
regulatory,…)
 Smart(er) metering should be rolled-out to offer demand response opportunities to a broader
public
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